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This is a comprehensive tool for optimizing your hard drive and defragmenting your entire hard disk, as well as defragmenting a selected drive, or even defragmenting a selected folder or a
certain file. A two-button-interface that is clean and intuitive takes control. In addition, you can easily define your favorite folder for regular defragmentation. The innovative "Start" button

offers powerful functions that improve the system defragment performance. For instance, you can directly access "Start" from the defragmenting main window and choose the type of
defragmentation. Moreover, you can control the computer's boot time by default, defragmenting the disk at startup. To give users more ideas, you can also defragment the disk to optimize
the system performance. Additionally, you can defragment the drive on a continuous basis to conserve your space and maximize your hard disk's potential. Each of the three buttons offers
self-explanatory functions, and they are directly related to general defragmentation, drive defragmentation and defragmentation functions related to the selected drive. The "Start" button
is used to access the "Defragment", "Shutdown" and "Defragment Free space" options and provides many options to manage all tasks, or to control the boot time defragmentation. On the
other hand, "Defrag", "Disks", "Defragment All Drives", "Free Space" buttons are used to control the general defragmentation of the computer. The "Defrag" button is used to perform all
the defragmentation tasks from Windows registry defragmentation to device defragmentation. "Disks" allows you to defragment individual drives. "Defragment All Drives" controls the

entire drive defragmentation, and "Free Space" controls defragmentation of all free space. You can defragment the entire computer or just a selected drive. When it comes to optimizing the
system performance, "Boot Time Defrag" is an "all-in-one" defragmentation solution. This option performs system defragmentation and, boot time defragmentation.
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